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Intro

Almost half of agricultural parcels in Poland, mostly in the south-eastern
part, are too small/elongated to be analysed using 10-meter Sentinel
imagery. This limitation exists for many European countries.

Here we address the problem of observation of small/narrow parcels using:
❑ Planet FUSION data of high spatio-temporal resolution (3 metres, 1 day)
❑ Sentinel-2-Enhanced data of spatial resolution increased to 2.5 meter

by means of machine learning techniques
to assess their radiometric accuracy and verify their ability to classify crops.

Data

We acknowledge for providing one year of Planet FUSION data for the AOI.
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Area [%]

% of agricultural area that can  be analysed with Sentinel-2

Sentinel-2 L2A 
10/20 m product

Sentinel-2 Enhanced 
2.5 m product
https://creodias.eu/sentinel-2-resolution-enhancer

Planet FUSION
3 m, daily

Explanatory

LPIS; farmer’s 
declarations;
6-m inner buffer

In-situ for crop classification Study area

Poland, 24×24 km2

within T34UDA 
S-2 tile

Large fields Small & narrow  fields

Crop classification

Multitemporal data derived from Sentinel-2, Sentinel-2 Enhanced
(available on CREODIAS) and Planet FUSION data were used to identify
crop types using Random Forest following the algorithm developed in the
ESA EOStat project by the Space Research Centre of Polish Academy of
Sciences (see Woźniak et al., 2022, JAG for details).
A validation data consisted of 8965 fields (20% of the whole dataset)

Classification accuracy (Cohen’s kappa) depending on a field size 
(small: < 10 10-meter pixels, large: > 100 10-meter pixels)

Per-crop classification accuracy (F1-score) depending on a field size 
(small: < 10 10-meter pixels, large: > 100 10-meter pixels)

Large parcels: more than 100 pixels with a resolution of 10 x 10 m Small parcels: less than 10 pixels with a resolution of 10 x 10 m

❑ Similar classification performance of S2 and S2-enhanced for large
fields confirms that increasing the spatial resolution of S2 does not
affect the radiometry of the bands;

❑ It is surprising to see no increase in the classification accuracy for
small/narrow fields when using high resolution data. This can be due
to unexpected high classification accuracy based on Sentinel-2 even
for small fields;

❑ It is worth noticing that similar classification performance to S2 is
achieved by Planet Fusion with only 4 spectral bands.

❑ Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-2-enhanced all bands reflectances are
highly correlated (R2~0.99) for large parcels, while for small parcels
and 20-meter bands (b05, b06, b07) correlation is 0.7-0.85:

❑ The FCOVER derived from Planet FUSION features spurious high
temporal variability. This originates from the disturbed GREEN-BLUE
ratio, which may result from a combination of many sensors
mounted on-board nanosatellites of slightly different radiometry.
This, in turn, results in inaccurate identification of markers, e.g. the
start of the season, harvesting, mowing, etc:

❑ The agreement between Sentinel-2 and Planet FUSION reflectances
is quite high (R2~0.90) for RED and NIR bands, resulting in good
agreement between vegetation indices e.g. NDVI, MTVI2 (R2~0.95).
For BLUE and GREEN bands the agreement between Sentinel-2 and
Planet FUSION reflectances is moderate (R2~0.76):

Red Edge B05, small parcels Red Edge B06, small parcels Red Edge B07, small parcels

❑ This affects the vegetation fractional cover product that is calculated
based on a peak in GREEN and a steep rise in NIR:

GREEN, large parcels

GREEN, small parcels

BLUE, large parcels

BLUE, small parcels

NDVI, large parcels

NDVI, small parcels

FCOVER, large parcels FCOVER, small parcels

Producer ID: 076258715; Classified crop: winter wheat; 

Declared crop: winter wheat
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Location:

NUTS-2: świętokrzyskie

LAU: Michałów

Nr: 260803_2.0016

Stats:

Size: 80 px

Inhomogeneity: 0%

Legend:

greening date

harvesting date

smoothing

Sentinel-2

Planet FUSION

Sentinel-2-Enhanced

Sentinel-2-Enhanced

greening of catch crop

catch crop

uncertainty

Producer ID: 058657041; Classified crop: grass on arable land; 

Declared crop: grass on arable land
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Location:

NUTS-2: małopolskie

LAU: Miechów

Nr: 120805_5.0016

Stats:

Size: 19 px

Inhomogeneity: 0%

Legend:

smoothing

Sentinel-2

Planet FUSION

Sentinel-2-Enhanced

Sentinel-2-Enhanced

uncertainty


